Route Access Condition Notice

13-00018

Distributed To: ARTC Website
Distribution Date: 19/06/2013
Requested By: ARTC
Subject: Port Germein Turnout
Effective Period: Until Published
Amendment Type: Permanent (to be added to RAS)

Note: Permanent Route Access Condition Notices (RACN) are periodically updated in the ARTC Route Access Standard (RAS), at which time the relevant RACN is withdrawn.

RAS Reference:
Section: D6 Version No.: 1.2 Page/s: 2

ARTC Network Location:
Line Section: Crystal Brook - Spencer Junction
Kms: 

Port Germein 13 points (CPL 9) turnout into the siding at 24.810km has been removed and the loop track straight railed.
Access to the siding at Port Germein is only available through the 16 point turnout at the Port Augusta end. The siding is terminated as a dead-end at the Adelaide end.
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NAN Ref (if applicable):